SECURITY RISK
ASSESSMENT
THE IMPORTANCE OF SECURITY ASSESSMENTS

Security Assessments are Critical - Protect Your Business: Conduct a Security Assessment
Over the last few years there has been an influx of new healthcare laws and mandates. The risks of non-compliance are daunting, as HIPAA violation
fines can range up to $100,000 per event. In addition, the reputational damage and organizational distractions caused by breaches create costs that
often eclipse any fine.
Information security is a constant and challenging process. From data protection to secure business practices, it is a challenge that is frequently
changing with new technologies, threats, and regulatory requirements. Whether you are trying to attest to Meaningful Use, prepare for a potential
HIPAA audit, or gain a better understanding of your environment, Strategic can help.

THE STRATEGIC APPROACH

Strategic believes a proper security assessment requires a good understanding of your business, information, and technology footprint along with
your organizational goals. The Strategic Security Risk Assessment is an in-depth and detailed review of the current people, processes, and
technology a medical practice has in place.

DELIVERABLES

At the end of each assessment we meet with our clients and present a thorough analysis which includes:
• A detailed report of hardware and software inventory, user accounts, security groups, group policies, network shares, internet access, security
patches, event logs, listening ports, and additional external vulnerabilities
• A risk analysis of your companies’ people, processes, and technology which highlights medium and high security risks
• A compliance based summary of all risks and vulnerabilities identified during the assessment
• A prioritized list of recommendations on how to mitigate risks and prevent future vulnerabilities.

IDENTIFY

ASSESS

• Scope
• Network Mapping
• Test Scheduling

• Network Scans • Firewall Scans
• Hardware Scans • Penetration Testing
• Application Scans • Staﬀ Interviews

ANALYZE
• Review Policies
• Identify Gaps
• Staﬀ Interviews

• Analyze Scan Results
• Review Penetration
Test Results

RECOMMEND
• Formal Report
• Risk Matrix
• Improvement Roadmap

WHY STRATEGIC?

Strategic is focused on healthcare IT. Since 2001, Strategic has taken a consultative approach to providing best in breed technology solutions and
support to healthcare practices in the Mid-Atlantic region. Through working with our 80 healthcare customers, Strategic has developed the
knowledge and expertise required to perform these critical assessments. We know every practice is unique. Our team will take the time to fully
understand your business and help you build a path to a secure infrastructure, secure business practices, and a secure future.
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